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The Right Data for the Right Decisions…
Businesses invest in strategic technology initiatives to
increase operational efficiency, reduce network capex,
maximize revenues, and achieve a competitive lead—none
of which happens if the technologies fail to perform.
When your strategic initiatives don’t deliver as expected,
customers, executive staff, and other stakeholders all may
grow disillusioned, exposing the company and brand to
needless, potentially devastating risk.
Too often, costly project “rollbacks,” negative customer
experiences and front-page security breaches result
from failing to assess and validate new technology and
equipment prior to deployment. Having vital information
beforehand—like whether Wi-Fi access will prove reliable,
and how data center virtualization will impact application
latency—empowers management to move forward on
strategic plans with confidence.

Ixia Testing as a Service (TaaS)
To sustain operational excellence, IT initiatives must
continually be aligned with the ever-changing needs of
the core business using dependable, quantifiable data
to prove the effectiveness of investment decisions.
Engaging Ixia’s premier Professional Services team helps
enterprises identify and fill the need for information vital to
optimizing cost as well as network, service, and application
performance.
Our Testing as a Service (TaaS) solutions increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of strategic IT initiatives, while
minimizing capital investment, complexity, and the drain on
your company’s internal resources. We work with CIOs and
IT professionals to prove the investments they’re making
meet the performance and security needs of the enterprise
today and into the future.

Infrastructure Initiatives:
•
•
•
•

Network
Wi-Fi
Data Center / Cloud
IPv6

Business Operations:
•
•

VolP, Video and “Multiplay” Services
e-Commerce

Security:
•
•

Infrastructure
Data / applications
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Ixia Professional Testing Services
Ixia Professional Testing Services—Increase
Efficiency, Decrease Cost
Drawing upon the world’s largest and most trusted arsenal
of test methodologies, systems, and expertise, Ixia’s
Professional Services team delivers the metrics and data
needed to fast-track deployment and ROI by ensuring your
equipment and provider investments perform as predicted.
We help secure the success of strategic cost-saving
technologies such as virtualization, VoIP, mobility, data
replication, and LAN/SAN convergence, and confirm that
the services you deliver meet user needs.
In partnering with Ixia—the world-leading provider of
technology infrastructure testing solutions—businesses
are assured of conducting the lifecycle testing needed to
keep operations moving forward, on schedule and at the
speed of global business. We know what to test, and how to
leverage and communicate results. We’ll help you make the
pivotal decisions—and see what your users see—as you
buy, design, and deploy.
Our premier strategists work with yours to proactively
assess readiness and to validate project plans, vendor/
provider claims, interoperability, security, compliance, and
the ultimate performance of IT investments. We help prove
that you’re getting what you pay for—before, during and
after you deploy.
We invite you to browse our suite of test services and to
consult with our Professional Services experts on how we
can best help meet your IT and business objectives.
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TaaS Benefits the Bottom Line:
•

Demonstrates the value of IT investments

•

Maintains operational excellence

•

Helps roll out new technologies on time
and on budget

•

Avoids capital expenditure

•

Ensures meeting or exceeding user expectations

Strategic Infrastructure Initiatives
The more we leverage technology to simplify business, the
more complex the IT infrastructure becomes,
and the greater the impact of each additional change.
Adding new users, devices, applications, and even
making minor configuration changes can compromise
operational excellence and detract from the
customer experience.
Ixia’s Professional Services team helps assess the
impact of rolling out new architectures and technologies
on business operations—and users—prior to going live.
We model the real-world and worst-case scenarios not
reflected in vendor data sheets to measure QoE and
proactively troubleshoot issues with compatibility, capacity,
and configuration settings before they cause problems.

“The Network” is the Business...
Whatever your core business—banking and finance,
healthcare, utilities, education, e-Commerce—the
underlying IT infrastructure provides a critical interface
to the customer. Ixia Professional Testing Services bridge
the gap between network performance and business
performance, optimizing the design of data centers, LANs,
WANs, WLANs, VPNs, and virtualized networks to ensure
on-time service delivery, high performance, and rapid
return on investment.
Every problem, ultimately, is a “network” problem. Ixia’s
Professional Services team delivers a comprehensive,
proactive strategy for proving and improving infrastructure
performance while minimizing cost and complexity.
Browse the infrastructure initiatives that follow here,
or contact us regarding solutions tailored to meet your
company’s unique business objectives.

Infrastructure Initiatives:
•
•
•
•

Network
Wi-Fi
Data Center / Cloud
IPv6
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Infrastructure: Network Performance
As companies expand and business continues to move
online, network users become more geographically
dispersed, mobile, and in a hurry. As the user base
diversifies and traffic volumes surge, corporate LANs,
WANs, VPNs, WLANs, and cloud-based environments must
all scale to support a broader array of devices, access
technologies, and applications.

The Vital Role of Testing
To ensure corporate networks meet ever-changing
business and user demands, IT architects must have a way
to:
•

Simulate challenging real-world environments and
impairments

•

Benchmark competing devices and providers

•

Assess scalability and performance as new users,
devices, and technologies are added

“How many milliseconds of latency will
impact a trade or price quote?”

•

Measure and mitigate end-to-end latency

“How long will buyers wait for a
product page to download?”

Ixia Network Performance Assessment services help
enterprises to avoid risk, retain customers, and secure
the company’s revenues and reputation. Premier Ixia test
professionals provide unparalleled expertise in simulating
real-world traffic loads, link conditions, and impairments
to measure and optimize quality. Our network assessment
services benchmark critical elements of performance
such as equipment capabilities, WAN optimization, class of
service prioritization, and provider compliance with SLAs
to ensure delivery of a high-quality customer experience.

THE CHALLENGE IS: Latency is a multi-layered problem
enterprises must approach strategically from the beginning,
and continue to address beyond deployment. Vendor data
sheets describing “best case” scenarios can’t be relied
upon in designing networks for global business.

“Are we subject to liability if vital
patient diagnostics arrive too late?”
“Will deploying 40G links speed
VPN access?”

Partnering With Ixia

What Gets Assessed?
Vendor selection/
Interoperability

L2-3 switches, routers, gateways. Data center architecture.
Carrier services. WAN optimization.
Firewalls, next-generation firewalls, load balancers, switches.

Design

Ensuring capacity, scalability, availability, resilience
Bandwidth requirements

Performance

LAN /WAN latency, jitter, round-trip delay
SLAs / class of service metrics
IPSec
Vulnerability to attack
Resilience
QoE amidst varying network conditions
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Infrastructure: Wi-Fi Performance
From mobile heart-patient monitors to wireless bar
code scanners to multimedia notebook applications,
accessing resources via the wireless LAN is vital to the
core business. The WLAN must look, perform and interact
seamlessly with the wired LAN in order to preempt liability
and inspire user trust.

The Vital Role of Testing

•

Network capacity (as well as coverage)

THE CHALLENGE IS: Wi-Fi networks don’t function the
same way wired networks do, and are far more susceptible
to dynamic changes in traffic volume, client mixes, and
network and environmental conditions.

•

Interoperability of potential new devices
with existing clients

•

QoE and scalability in simulated live environments

•

Potential problem spots

Gauging a site’s readiness to deliver high-quality
Wi-Fi includes assessing:

Partnering With Ixia
Unlike traditional “site surveys” that basically suggest
the location of access points, Ixia’s professional Wi-Fi
Site and Performance Assessments deliver data vital to
design, equipment selection, establishing vendor SLAs,
and ongoing QoE optimization—often with a single sweep
of a facility. We bring the de-facto industry standard
test solution used in developing WLAN infrastructure
equipment onsite to generate and model real-world
conditions. Simulating live environments equips WLAN
architects to make informed decisions regarding vendor
selection, capacity, scalability, and end-user QoE. Our
expert team also proactively sources potential performance
issues to either the network or specific clients prior to
deployment, and helps maximize ROI for the lifecycle of
Wi-Fi investments.

What Gets Assessed?
Vendor selection/
Interoperability

Access Points
WLAN controllers
End-user client devices

Design

Capacity, scalability. Roaming capabilities.
802.11n rollouts and upgrades.

Performance

Network throughput. Co-channel interference.
QoE in relevant user metrics: MOS, MDI scores, Web page download speeds, etc.
“What if” scenarios
Security
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Infrastructure: Data Center/Cloud
Today’s major data centers are being overhauled
or architected from the ground up to support LAN/
SAN convergence, virtualization, and the upsurge in
cloud computing and demanding applications such as
videoconferencing, social networking, ERP, and CRM.
Consolidation, convergence and virtualization promise
to deliver greater operational efficiency and flexibility,
but may also increase complexity and introduce new
vulnerabilities across the data center.

The Vital Role of Testing
To realize the full value of data center investments,
comprehensive pre-deployment testing must include
simulating real-world facilities and conditions to:
•

Validate end-to-end application delivery

•

Manipulate configurations to improve performance

THE CHALLENGE IS: With the increased interdependence
and integration of compute, storage and networking
infrastructure, a deficiency in any one area can place
application performance, network availability and security
at risk.

•

Meet security and compliance requirements

•

Isolate and troubleshoot problematic systems

•

Assess the quality of the end-user experience

“What level of storage and network
I/O performance are we getting?”

Partnering With Ixia

“Is each virtual application
protected from others running
on the same host?”
“Is data secure in the private and
public cloud?”

Ixia’s Professional Services team measures the impact
of major design decisions on application and service
performance, providing critical insight into potential tradeoffs. We simulate intended facilities to help data center
managers verify value and performance during design
and vendor selection, and fine-tune configurations to
meet the needs of diverse users and applications. Realtime measurements provide critical insight into “what if”
scenarios to more accurately predict the impact of different
conditions – and crises – on operations.
Ixia’s comprehensive industry-proven test suite for
assessing data center clouds helps reduce provisioning
costs, speed troubleshooting and optimize return on major
investments. A combination of hardware and VM-based
test ports are used to emulate end-users and applications,
and to inject real-world security attacks and network
impairments into the environment.

What Gets Assessed?
Vendor selection/Interoperability

Switches, routers, servers, load-balancers, virtual switches
Converged network adapters (CNAs)

Design

Scalability. Convergence. Bandwidth/WAN optimization.
Conformance to standards.
Data Center bridging (DCB)

Performance

End-to-end latency. Virtual Machine (VM) traffic exchange. SaaS.
Service provider SLAs. Storage I/O.
End-user QoE

Security

Firewalls, Virtual Security Appliances, VLAN, IGMP, policy enforcement
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Infrastructure: IPv6 Readiness
Faced with the reality of IPv4 Internet address depletion,
enterprises must devise strategies for migrating to IPv6
that deal with a variety of issues, like maintaining dualstack infrastructures and contending with transition
mechanisms that may introduce latency and new threats
to security. IPv6 is poised to facilitate global expansion,
freeing the IT infrastructure to scale and support surges in
clients and applications—but migration must be approached
strategically in order to optimize operational excellence,
time investments wisely, and avoid being caught
unprepared.
THE CHALLENGE IS: Knowing what to upgrade and
when in order to cost-effectively support dual IPv6/IPv4
networks and optimize transition mechanisms.

“How much latency will proxies and
Carrier-Grade NAT (CGNs) add to
applications?”
“Can the data center serve IPv6
content at scale?”
“How can we add IPv6 support without
adding new vulnerabilities?”

The Vital Role of Testing
To maintain operational excellence during IPv6 migration,
IT architects must benchmark the performance of
prospective equipment, suppliers and configurations to
thoroughly assess:
•

Network latency in dual-stack environments

•

Device and firmware interoperability

•

Application performance during peak usage

•

Internal user access to IPv6 Internet content

•

Impact of proxies and carrier-grade NAT

Partnering With Ixia
Ixia test professionals work with enterprise IT executives
to devise optimal migration strategies for cost-effectively
updating networks and data centers to support IPv6. By
simulating live networking scenarios, we help measure the
latency added by transition mechanisms and benchmark the
performance of individual systems, service providers, and
configurations. Our expert team assesses how application
performance is impacted by rising traffic volumes and the
changing ratio of IPv6 to IPv4 traffic to assure the highestquality user experience throughout transition.

What Gets Assessed?
Vendor selection/Interoperability

Switches, routers, servers, load-balancers

Design

Transition mechanims
Proxies
Traffic prioritization

Performance

Traffic forwarding
Multicast replication
Host scalability – DHCPv6
Data center transition: Internet content, IPv6 proxy
System availability

Security

Firewalls, IDS/IPS, UTMs, VPN gateways
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Optimizing Strategic Business Operations
Get It Right the First Time...
Building on a sound networking infrastructure, IT
operations specialists can confidently evaluate, design and
engineer your company’s integral business services and
applications: Voice over IP, streaming video, triple-play
services, e-Commerce, and the like. Ixia’s Professional
Services team works to ensure the availability and
reliability of these services, that they scale to meet the
needs of global business, and resist or recover swiftly from
attacks.
We’ll bring industry “gold standard” test suites,
methodologies, and veteran expertise onsite, along with
the world’s most trusted systems to emulate live network
conditions, security threats and impairments. Generating
end-user traffic at scale, we stress, assess, strategize, and
optimize to speed time-to-market, maximize operational
excellence and secure ROI.
Our proven methods and solutions ensure accuracy and
actionability. We’ll work with you to effect a transition to
the affordable, ongoing test practices needed to maintain
security, compliance, and peak performance into the future.
With the increased pressure to get it right the first time,
there’s no time not to test, and no need to go it alone. Ixia
helps mitigate risk and maximize your competitive lead
by letting you see—and improve—what users see. Browse
the initiatives that follow here, or contact us regarding
solutions tailored to meet your company’s unique
business objectives.
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Business Operations: VoIP, Video, and “Multiplay” Services
In nearly every industry, IP-based voice, video and
multiplay services stand to help businesses cut costs and
to speed, untether and streamline operations—provided
they perform as expected. If customers can’t reach or hear
customer service agents clearly, they’re more likely to
bank, trade, shop, or book travel someplace else. Doctors
and nurses walking healthcare facilities can’t afford not
to see and hear the latest patient diagnostics in real-time.
And videoconferencing won’t help enterprises cut costs if
trainers and mobile sales forces won’t risk using it in the
first place.
THE CHALLENGE IS: Multiplay service rollouts may
encounter setbacks or fail to deliver the quality users
demand for a variety of different reasons, including the
failure of vendor data sheets to take unique networking
environments into account.

“Can we guarantee call quality
worldwide?”
“How many endpoints can we stream
video to before quality deteriorates?”

The Vital Role of Testing
To avoid rollbacks and ensure high quality,
IT executives must proactively evaluate:
•

The performance of competing VoIP and streaming
video solutions amidst live traffic conditions

•

The readiness of corporate networks to deliver highcaliber voice and video

•

The compatibility of new IP-based systems with
existing voice and data networks

Partnering With Ixia
Ixia’s Multiplay Services assessments include modeling
real networking environments that generate thousands of
calls and sessions to help enterprises assess readiness
and optimize QoS and QoE prior to deployment. We
measure the impact of latency and network infrastructure
performance on users at remote sites and help tailor
rollout strategies to meet the diverse needs of individual
locations.

What Gets Assessed?
Vendor selection/Interoperability

Media gateways, switches, signaling gateways, proxy servers
Content servers

Design

Bandwidth
Call capacity
Infrastructure compatibility
Latency, reliability, scalability
Security

Performance

Voice quality
Call setup times and completion rates
Failover
RFC-2544 latency and throughput
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Business Operations: E-Commerce
Revenues. Brand reputation. High-quality customer
interactions. A competitive edge.
With so much riding on e-Commerce solutions, the failure
of new deployments to perform represents diverse,
potentially devastating risks. For the IT team, this means
everything must come together reliably behind the scenes
prior to launching: low latency, high availability, scalability,
security, high-quality multimedia services, etc.
THE CHALLENGE IS: Customers have little to no tolerance
for a frustrating online experience but a lot can go wrong,
triggering a potential landslide of costly, even
irreparable damage.

The Vital Role of Testing
For e-Commerce initiatives to deliver predictably, IT
architects must address critical components before
characterizing:
•

Network performance and impairments

•

Page download speeds

•

Ability to withstand hacker attempts

•

Customer Quality of Experience (QoE)

•

Efficiency of shopping cart operation

Partnering With Ixia

“How long will customers wait for a
product page to download?”
“How can we speed shopping cart
transactions?”

Ixia helps businesses validate their e-Commerce
infrastructures from the ground up, simulating diverse
traffic scenarios including “events” such as holiday
sales. We pull together all the critical elements of
electronic transactions needed to model and ensure
the end-user experience.

“At what point do customer just
give up?”

What Gets Assessed?

Vendor selection/Interoperability

Servers, load-balancers, databases
Shopping cart technology
WAN optimization
Web service

Design

Capacity, scalability, reliability

Performance

Shopping cart
Page download speeds
Third-party provider services

Security

Firewalls
Vulnerability to attacks
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Security Initiatives
Millions of customers don’t think twice about doing
business online, until a security breach at Zappos makes
headlines. Compromised account numbers and personal
information can devastate customer confidence and
necessitate high-cost damage control. Internally, the
leaking of Intellectual Property, product or marketing plans
can set forecasts and schedules back indefinitely. Each day
brings new worms and malware attacks, and every major
IT infrastructure initiative brings its own array of security
risks and vulnerabilities.
THE CHALLENGE IS: Keeping up on threats, staying a step
ahead of hackers, and implementing recovery procedures
that minimize the impact of successful attacks on
customers.

The Vital Role of Testing
Even the most stringent mandated industry compliance
testing is no longer enough. Continuous optimization is
needed to ensure security mechanisms will keep pace
with rapidly evolving threat environments. Practices must
include:
•

Simulating live environments and attacks

•

Continually updating devices, databases and recovery
strategies

•

Assessing resilience and the impact of outages on
application performance and QoE

Partnering With Ixia

“The cost to businesses of exposing
data such as Social Security and credit
card numbers climbed 7% last year
to an average of $7.2 million per
incident.
About 85 percent of all U.S. companies
have experienced one or more data
breaches.”
Bloomberg.com, March 2011

Ixia security assessments deliver the robust, strategic
solutions needed to devise and execute security practices
that meet the needs of your company’s business. Testing
includes simulating real-world attacks and barraging
infrastructures with normal and malicious traffic to assess
their capacity, limitations, and vulnerabilities.
Our professional testing experts will assess recovery
procedures to minimize the impact of Distributed Denial
of Service (DDoS) and other attacks on QoE should they
propagate. We help devise strategies for risk avoidance
and enhancing your ongoing compliance testing with our
extensive automated test libraries.

What Gets Assessed?

Design / Vendor
Selection

Firewall intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDS/IPS)
Anti-virus, anti-spam strategies
Cloud
Database access
WLANs
Classified data protection (client data, account numbers, medical records, SSNs, etc.)

Performance

Authentication mechanisms
Encryption techniques
Assessing and remediating known vulnerabilities
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Why Ixia?
Once you invest and deploy, there’s no turning back.
Ixia’s Professional Services assessments ensure new
deployments, architectures and technologies willl deliver
on time, improve operations and enhance the corporate
brand as expected.
We’ve been on the front lines of network equipment and
service testing for more than a decade helping vendors
and providers worldwide develop the products and
services your business runs on. Our “Testing as a Service”
approach lets you leverage them all fully without having to
invest precious capital in test equipment, internal labs or
resident test expertise.
Ixia’s global team of assessment experts can tailor test
solutions to meet your business needs so your company
can aim high in rolling out new sites and technologies and
hit the mark every time. We help eliminate “issues” before
they become problems so you can execute and profit from
investments quickly and without compromise.

Proceed with Confidence…

Ixia Lifecycle Assessments Include:

Ixia can bring and leave both systems and test
professionals on site for as long as you need them.
We can also evaluate your designs, options, and equipment
in our premier test labs trusted by leading vendors,
publications, and third-party reviewers worldwide.

•

Project definition and design

•

Site and readiness assessments

•

Evaluating vendors, devices and service
providers

•

Interoperability testing

•

Defining SLAs and QoS levels

•

Assessing capacity, reliability and scalability

•

Validating security and compliance

•

Benchmarking and maximizing performance

We know what to test, what it means, and how to interpret
and translate results into action. We’ll leverage the right
talent, solutions, and equipment, and customize test
methodologies and data analysis to meet goals within
your project parameters. Our team will work with yours to
transition and automate test practices for the lifecycle of
deployments.
To achieve the best results and return on your technology
investments—and be able to prove it—call Ixia’s
Professional Services organization to begin collaborating
today.
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Deliver On
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Ixia Worldwide Headquarters
26601 Agoura Rd.
Calabasas, CA 91302

(Toll Free North America)
1.877.367.4942

(Outside North America)
+1.818.871.1800
(Fax) 818.871.1805
www.ixiacom.com

Other Ixia Contacts
Info: info@ixiacom.com
Investors: ir@ixiacom.com
Public Relations: pr@ixiacom.com
Renewals: renewals@ixiacom.com
Sales: www.ixiacom.com/contact_us
Support: support@ixiacom.com
Training: training@ixiacom.com
915-4008-01 Rev B June 2013

USA Sales
1.866.355.4942

Japan Sales
+81.3.5326.1948

Federal Sales
1.866.355.4942

Latin America Sales
1.818.444.2375

Canada Sales
1.877.367.4942

Oceania Sales
+65.9247.3461

China Sales
+86.21.52081591

Singapore Sales
+65.6332.0125

EMEA Sales
+44.1628.405750

South Korea Sales
+ 82.2.3461.0095

India Sales
+91.80.22161000

